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Science Shorts – 7
What are traits?
It is easy to recognize an elephant. An elephant is very large
and has a long trunk. A giraffe is easy to recognize too – by its
long neck. An elephant’s trunk and the giraffe’s neck are
examples of traits. Traits are characteristics that living things
have. They help us to identify living things.
Scientists have divided living things into groups according to
traits. All members of a group have certain traits that are the same.
For example, all birds have feathers. All mammals have some
hair. All giraffes have long necks. All elephants are large and
have long trunks.
Organisms within a group may share certain traits, but no two
are exactly alike. There are always individual differences. We call
these differences individual traits.
Take the elephant for example. All elephants are large, but
some are larger than others. All giraffes have long necks, but some
giraffes have longer necks than others. All humans share certain
traits. However, no two people are exactly alike – not even
identical twins. There are always individual differences.
Individual differences enable us to identify different members
of the same group. Think of your friends, for example. You know
one from another by their individual traits. They include
differences in size, hair type and coloring, skin coloring and the
shape of their face.
Humans and frogs are alike in some ways. They both share
certain traits. Both humans and frogs are living things, therefore
they both carry out life processes such as eating, excreting and
reproducing. Both humans and frogs are animals and both are
vertebrates.
But humans and frogs are different from one another too – very
different. We can tell humans from frogs by traits they do not
share such as skin color, size and number of legs used to move.
There are many other differences between frogs and humans.
These examples indicated how important individual traits are in
living things.

